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Dear readers,
we send you all our best wishes and regards. We are very happy to write this
newsletter every month. This time we have a lot of good news but also a bad one.
Here the list of both GOOD and BAD news:

1. Joyonto: a new farmer
2. Drinking water
3. Shaionti’s marriage
4. Urmila’s chickens
5. A very expert technician
6. A new house
7. Tribute to Ms. Susan Elahi
1. A new farmer
Joyonto (the guy in the
picture) is our former
farmer’s brother. Golok,
our previous farmer has
started a new business with
apiculture. He went to
Dhaka with his hives
because some areas around
Dhaka are full of flowers
and therefore suitable for
apiculture. So his brother
Joyonto has replaced him
with the farming activities.
Everyday Joyonto comes
from his village. His village is four kilometers away from this place. He works all
day. He takes his launch in Golok’s house. He is very good farmer. We hope he will
grow different kinds of vegetables in this place.
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2. Drinking water
The rainy season finished last month of October. There are four big tanks here.
During the rainy season we harvested a lot of water and we hoped we would have
enough water to drink until the next rainy season. But the rainy season has not
started yet and our drinking water storage has come to an end two months ago.
There are many clouds in the sky sometimes but we had no rain since many weeks.
So along with his farming work Joyonto has also taken responsibility for collecting
drinking water from the places where it can be found.
Precious drinking water for cooking stored in our kitchen.
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3. Shaionti’s marriage.
Shaionti Munda is a field worker in our small co-operative. She is a very good field
worker. She got married on the 25 May of 2015. Her husband name is Provas
Munda. We were invited to her marriage ceremony. Some girls among us attended
the marriage ceremony. Her husband works in Dhaka and for sure he will allow her
to continue her work as field worker and stay at the mission. In that case three
married young ladies will be staying here: Nilima, Urmila and Shaionti. We wish
the new couple all the best.
Provas and Shaionti
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4. Urmila’s chickens
For a second time Urmila Munda brought 100 small chickens. These chickens are
supposed to grow big very quickly in 35 days. It is very hot here during this time of
the year. These chickens cannot bear such a heat. So, about 25 chickens died
because of that high temperature. The other 75 chickens were sold to Satkhira
Mission at a very low price. Poor Urmila had no profit at all.
We pray the Lord and Bon Bibi to bless her so that she can do better next time.
Urmila

Bon Bibi

Bon Bibi or Banbibi (Bengali: বনবববব, the lady of the forest) is a guardian spirit
of the forests venerated by both the Hindu and the Muslim residents of the
Sundarbans.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bonbibi
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5. A very expert technician
For one month and half a very good technician from Italy, Mr. Giovanni Ciapponi,
72 years old, was with us and worked very hard to fix both the water line and
electricity line for the new house where ten girls have already found a “luxurious”
accommodation. Thanks to this very expert technician those ten girls now have
running water in their bathrooms and can enjoy fresh air through the ceiling fans.
One month and half spent in this remote corner of the world for sure must have
been quite hard for this gentleman who is not young any more: but Mr. Giovanni
was able to live with mosquitoes, to bear the unbearable heat and to adjust to the
local diet which for a foreigner like him is not enjoyable at all.
We’ll be grateful to Mr. Giovanni forever.
Mr. Govanni and some of the very grateful girls.
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Running water in the bathrooms.
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Electric light for studying and ceiling fan in a room for the girls.
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6. A new house
One of our best friends and well wishers and donors’ dream has been fulfilled.
The name of this friend of ours is Ms. Denise Giraudo. She had the idea of a
modern house where the Munda girls who rebelled against their parents and went
away from home in order to avoid a forced and premature marriage could get a
decent accommodation. Now ten of these girls have a very “luxurious” and
comfortable place to stay.
Financial help to reach this goal has arrived from the Lions of Piemonte and Liguria
in Italy.
We, the disobedient girls staying at this mission outstation, our parents and our
tribal Munda people will be grateful to our beloved “mami = auntie” Denise and
that group of Lions forever.
We say THANK YOU!
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The new house is almost finished. The two big rooms for the girls are completed.
The two rooms for the guests will be completed in a very short time.
At the moment the masons are plastering the outside walls.
Within a week or so the entire work will be finished.
Our plan to complete this important work before the beginning of the rainy
somehow has been successful!
Outside walls are made of solid bricks.
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7. Tribute to Ms. Susan Elahi
Ms. Susan Elahi was an American citizen and she
spent most of her life in Bangladesh as a teacher at
the International American School. For more than
ten years she kept collecting very precious things
which have been so useful for our poor village
tribal Munda people. Last year in May, Ms. Susan
suddenly died of heart attack. But from heaven she
continues helping us. In fact her family and
colleagues keep selling things which belonged to
her and send the income to our small co-operative.
On the 14th of May 2015, in
the occasion of the first
anniversary of her death, we
had a special celebration to
remember this great and kind
and generous lady who has
now become our guardian
angel in heaven.
All of us made a mute prayer
during one minute of silence,
then Father Luigi showed us on
his computer what he found on
the Internet, and helped us to
understand the life and the
character of such an extraordinary lady.
We were very moved!

Comments, advice and suggestions about our Newsletter are welcome and can be sent to these e-mail addresses:

chandonamunda@gmail.com
champamunda@gmail.com
Our Newsletters are online at
http://issuu.com/munda.education.centre.bd
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